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Figure 3 displays ourmain result, derived from
15months of accumulated live time (fig. S1).When
comparing CsI[Na] signals occurring before POT
triggers and those taking place immediately after,
we observe a high-significance excess in the
second group of signals, visible in both the energy
spectrum and the distribution of signal arrival
times. This excess appears only during times of
neutrino production (“Beam ON” in the figure).
The excess follows the expected CEnNS signature
very closely, containing only a minimal contam-
ination from beam-associated backgrounds (34).
NINs have a negligible contribution, even smaller

than that from prompt neutrons, shown in the
figure. The formation of the excess is strongly
correlated to the instantaneous power on target
(fig. S14). All neutrino flavors emitted by the SNS
contribute to reconstructing the excess, as ex-
pected from a neutral current process. Stacked
histograms in Fig. 3 display the standard model
CEnNS predictions for prompt nm and delayed ne,
!nm emissions. Consistency with the standard
model is observed at the 1s level (134 ± 22 events
observed, 173 ± 48 predicted). A two-dimensional
(energy, time) profile maximum likelihood fit
favors the presence of CEnNS over its absence
at the 6.7s level (fig. S13). Further details and a
discussion of uncertainties are provided in (34),
together with similar results from a parallel
analysis (fig. S11).
Figure 4 shows an example of CEnNS applica-

tions: improved constraints on nonstandard inter-
actions between neutrinos and quarks, caused by
new physics beyond the standard model (9–11).
These are extracted from the maximum devia-
tion from standard model CEnNS predictions
allowed by the present data set (34), using the
parametrization in (30, 33).
As our experiment continues to run, neutrino

production is expected to increase in late 2017
by up to 30% relative to the average delivered
during this initial period. In addition to CsI[Na],
the COHERENT collaboration currently operates
a 22-kg single-phase liquid argon (LAr) detector,
185 kg of NaI[Tl] crystals, and three modules
dedicated to the study of NIN production in
several targets (Fig. 2). Planned expansion includes
a ~1-ton LAr detector with nuclear/electron recoil
discrimination capability, an already-in-hand
2-ton NaI[Tl] array simultaneously sensitive to
sodiumCEnNS and charged-current interactions in
iodine (Fig. 1B), and p-type point contact germa-
niumdetectors (24) with sub-keV energy threshold.
We intend to pursue the new neutrino physics op-
portunities providedbyCEnNSusing this ensemble.
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Fig. 3. Observation of coherent
elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering.
(A and B) Residual differences
(data points) between CsI[Na] signals
in the 12 ms after POT triggers and
those in a 12-ms window before,
as a function of (A) their energy
(number of photoelectrons detected)
and (B) event arrival time (onset of
scintillation). Steady-state
environmental backgrounds contrib-
ute to both groups of signals equally,
vanishing in the subtraction. Error
bars denote SD. These residuals are
shown for 153.5 live days of
SNS inactivity (“Beam OFF”) and
308.1 live days of neutrino production
(“Beam ON”), over which 7.48 GWh of
energy (~1.76 × 1023 protons) was
delivered to the mercury target.
Approximately 1.17 photoelectrons are expected per keV of cesium or iodine nuclear recoil energy (34). Characteristic excesses closely following the standard
model CEnNS prediction (histograms) are observed for periods of neutrino production only, with a rate correlated to instantaneous beam power (fig. S14).

Fig. 4. Constraints on nonstandard neutrino-
quark interactions.The blue region represents
values allowed by our data set at 90% confi-
dence level (c2min < 4.6) in euVee ; e

dV
ee space. These

quantities parameterize a subset of possible
nonstandard interactions between neutrinos
and quarks, where euVee ; e

dV
ee = 0,0 corresponds to

the standard model of weak interactions, and
indices denote quark flavor and type of cou-
pling. The gray region shows an existing con-
straint from the CHARM experiment (34).
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Transition among isobaric isotopes in which Z changes by 2 units

Double Beta Decay

L. Cardani, INFN Roma

CUORE

2

Double Beta (ββ) Decay

● Never yet observed

● Implies non-conservation of
lepton number

● Implies neutrinos are Majorana
particles (their own anti-
particles)

● Allowed in SM

● Observed

Candidate isotopes:
Even-even nuclei where single β decay is energetically forbidden

1.4 Double Beta Decay 11

1.4.1 The 2-neutrino mode

The Double Beta Decay (DBD) is a transition among isobaric isotopes in which the
nuclear charge Z changs by two units. It can occur through the following modes:

(A, Z) æ (A, Z + 2) + 2e
≠ + 2ve (—≠

—
≠)

(A, Z) æ (A, Z ≠ 2) + 2e
+ + 2ve (—+

—
+)

(A, Z) + 2e
≠ æ (A, Z ≠ 2) + 2ve (EC ≠ EC)

(A, Z) + e
≠ æ (A, Z ≠ 2) + e

+ + 2ve (EC ≠ —
+)

but, since the —
≠

—
≠ decay provides the largest experimental sensitivity, the following

discussion will be focused on this process.
The Double Beta Decay with two neutrinos emission (2‹DBD) is a Standard

Model allowed decay and it does not violate the total lepton number. Predicted by
Maria Goeppert-Mayer in 1935 [23], it was observed for the first time only in 1987,
due to the rarity of the process. This transition, indeed, is extremely suppressed
with respect to the single beta decay: typical half-lives are of the order of 1018-1021

years, which are among the longest observed in Nature.
In order to detect such a rare transition, only emitters for which the single beta

decay is forbidden are under study. The existence of this kind of isotopes is due to
the pairing energy term (”p) that appears in the Weizsäcker formula for the nucleon
binding energy:

Ebinding = c1A ≠ c2A
2/3 ≠ c3

(A/2 ≠ Z)2

A
≠ 3

5
e

2
Z(Z ≠ 1)

4fi‘0A1/3 + ”p (1.11)

In the above formula, A is the total number of nucleons, Z the number of protons and
ci are coe�cients that can be extrapolated by measurements of the nuclei masses.
The pairing energy can be empirically parametrized as:

”p =

Y
_]

_[

≠ap · A
≠1/2 A even - Z even nuclei

0 A odd nuclei
+ap · A

≠1/2 A even - Z odd nuclei

with ap ¥ 12 MeV. This means that the pairing energy vanishes for odd A, resulting
in a single parabola, while for even A two parabola separated by 2”p appear (Figure
1.2). The isotopes characterized by an even number of nucleons are then ideal
candidates for DBD searches, as for them the double beta decay is expected to be
the dominant decay mode. The most interesting isotopes are reported in Table 1.2
with a summary of their features in terms of isotopic abundance and Q-value for
DBD.

The half life for ground state to ground state 2‹DBD can be calculated considering
two single beta decays, in which two electrons with energies E1,2 and momenta
k1,2 =

Ò
E

2
1,2 ≠ m

2
1,2 are emitted together with two neutrinos with energies ‹1,2.

Considering only Gamow-Teller operators (the Fermi operators are suppressed by
isospin symmetry), one obtains:

• Rare processes: 1018-1021 yr

• Their measurement of primary interest for nuclear physics

• Distortion in their signatures could be hint of New Physics
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Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

• (Only process that) can establish Majorana nature of ν

• Violates lepton number conservation (actually also B-L)

• The lowest order operator for B-L causes 0νββ and 
gives Majorana mass: probe new mass mechanisms

• Insight in neutrino absolute mass via mββ

CUORE

2

Double Beta (ββ) Decay

● Never yet observed

● Implies non-conservation of
lepton number

● Implies neutrinos are Majorana
particles (their own anti-
particles)

● Allowed in SM

● Observed

Candidate isotopes:
Even-even nuclei where single β decay is energetically forbidden
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SuperNEMO in one slide

2

• neutrinoless double-beta 
decay experiment

• unique tracker-calorimeter architecture 
• ultra-low backgrounds

• under construction at LSM, France

G. Gratta’s talk, WIN 2019

AJ Zsigmond

7 strings with 40 detectors in total

● 7 enriched semi-coaxial (15.6 kg)

● 30 enriched thick window BEGe (20.0 kg)

● 3 natural semi-coaxial (7.6 kg)

6

Germanium detectors

Eur.Phys.J. C 78 (2018) 388
6Neutrino 2018, Jun 2018 EXO-200 and nEXO   - Gratta

The EXO-200 liquid 136Xe Time Projection Chamber

Cathode
-HV

~100kg
Liq-136Xe

Charge 
collection
grids

~40cm

175nm scintillation
light detecting APDs

KamLAND-Zen

 5

KamLAND 
Zero neutrino double beta  
decay search

KamLAND-Zen 
• 136Xe loaded LS in inner mini-balloon 
• 90.6% enriched 136Xe 
• Q value : 2.458MeV 
• Xenon gas soluble 3.2 wt% in LS,  
• Xenon can be removed from LS by vacuum 
and gas bubbling methods 

• Only detect scintillation light with no particle 
ID methods (between 2 beta and gamma, 
single beta, alpha, proton) 

• Energy resolution : 6.6 ~ 7.3%√E(MeV) (sigma) 
• Low radio-activity environment 
   Ultra-low background LS is shielding for  
   gamma-ray from outside. 
• Scalability in 13m diameter balloon

A very active field



Prospects for the near future
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See also Caldwell, Merle, Schultz, Totzauer; Agostini, Benato, Detwiler 2017 

June 07, 2019 

80 

Francesco Vissani, GSSI & LNGS 

• Some experiments attacking/approaching the IH (also part of NH covered)

• Plan for next 5-10 yr: full coverage of IH region 

CUPID
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The CUORE 
Detector

• Tonne-scale experiment operating 206 kg of 130Te (988 TeO2 crystals, 15 
tons of Pb, Cu, TeO2 at <4K)

• Excellent resolution 7.4 keV FWHM (0.2%)

• Combined with its ancestors, T1/2>1.5x1025 yr, aiming at 1026 yr in 5 yr

CUORE

CUORE collaboration, Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) no.13, 132501
CUORE collaboration, Int.J.Mod.Phys. A33 (2018) no.09, 1843002

DATA ANALYSIS
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Fit it to background to determine 
energy bias and resolution scaling

Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 132501 (2018) 
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The CUORE 
Detector

• CUORE: Tonne-scale experiment operating 206 kg of 130Te (988 TeO2 
crystals, 15 tons of Pb, Cu, TeO2 at <4K)

• Excellent resolution 7.4 keV FWHM, now optimising cryostat to reach 5 keV

• Combined with its ancestors, T1/2>1.5x1025 yr, aiming at 1026 yr in next 5 yr

From CUORE to CUPID

CUPID 

(Cuore Upgrade with Particle IDentification) 

next-generation, tonne-scale, excellent energy resolution 

 + background free (and versatility in DBD emitter) 



• First medium-scale prototype: CUPID-0 proved rejection of α bkg

• Sensitivity: 5x1024 yr with 5.3 kg x yr

• Upgrade (early 2019) and now in run II
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The first CUPID prototype

CUPID-0 collaboration, Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) no.23, 232502
CUPID-0  collaboration, Eur. Phys. J. C78 (2018) no.11, 888



INFN - Roma

CUPID PROPOSAL 

FOR CSN2

People of our Department involved in cuore/cupid0:
F. Bellini, L. Cardani, N. Casali, C. Cosmelli, A. Cruciani, I. Dafinei, F. Ferroni,     
V. Pettinacci, C. Tomei, M. Vignati

Main expertise:
• Growth of large radio-pure crystals
• Detector design and construction in radio-pure environment 
• Cryogenic facilities
• Software and Data analysis

Next 5-10 years perspectives:
• Design and construction of tonne-scale experiment CUPID
• Search for 0nDBD and other processes beyond SM

 
Current Weaknesses or Desirable Skills
• Simulations
• Phenomenology (charge non conservation, Lorentz invariance, CPT 

violations, Pauli exclusion principle, tri-nucleon decays, … )
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Prospects for the near future
Possible scenario in 2024 

Considering running or well advanced projects (for results, funding and infrastructures) 

INVERTED 
ORDERING 

NORMAL 
ORDERING 

1 10-1 10-2 mbb [eV] 

KamLAND-Zen 800 

SNO+ phase I 

LEGEND 200 

CUORE 

NEXT-100 

Running 

Start 2018 

Start 2019 

Start 2021 

Start 2019 

(Vanishing lowest neutrino mass) 

DAMA and DAMA-Kiev results in the search for double β decay

AURORA experiment
Two 116CdWO4 crystal scintillators enriched at 82%, mass=1.16 kg, T~4yr
ü T1/2 (2n2b) = 2.63 +0.11

-0.12 ´ 1019 yr (the most accurate value)
ü T1/2(0n2b) ³ 2.2 ´ 1023 yr  (the best limit for 116Cd)  Þ ámnñ < (1.0–1.7) eV

106CdWO4 crystal scintillator (106Cd @ 66%) in coincidence with two CdWO4
Sensitivity to 2neb+: T1/2 > 4×1021 yr (theoretical: 1020 - 1022 yr)

Running

Highly purified Nd2O3 source (2.38 kg) in GeMulti (4 HPGe) set-up
Study of double coincidences from 2b2n decay 150Nd® 150Sm(01+, 740.5 keV)
Þ T1/2=[4.7+4.1-1.9(stat)±0.5 (syst)]´1019 yr in agreement with previous results
Preliminary results in Nucl.Phys.At.Energy 19(2018)95

Running

Profiting of the low background features of its set-ups, DAMA has achieved competitive results in the 
investigation of many rare processes and double beta decays

First or improved results for 2b decays of ~30 candidate isotopes: 40,46,48Ca, 64,70Zn, 100Mo, 96,104Ru, 
106,108,114,116Cd, 112,124Sn, 134,136Xe, 130Ba, 136,138,142Ce, 150Nd, 156,158Dy, 162,170Er, 180,186W, 184,192Os, 190,198Pt

Recent DAMA results
PRD98(2018)092007

The best experimental sensitivities in the field for 2b plus decays:
Þ 0neb+ or 0n2b+ decays may refine the mechanism of the 0ν2β- decay 

(Majorana n mass vs right-handed admixtures in the weak interaction)
Þ Possible resonant enhancement of the capture rate for 0n2e, due to a 

mass degeneracy between the initial and final nucleus

Credits to F.Cappella
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Search for bb decay modes in various isotopes at DAMA and 
STELLA set-ups

New observations:

ARMONIA: 2n2β- decay 100Mo→100Ru(01
+) NPA846(2010)143

AURORA: 2n2β- decay 116Cd→116Sn PRD98(2018)092007

Nd2O3-HPGe: 2n2β- decay 150Nd→150Sm(01
+) NPAE19(2018)95

DAMA limits

Previous limits
DAMA observed

90% C.L.

2b+ 2b-

(partial list)

Future plans:
Ø New measurements with highly purified samples installed on HPGe detectors of the STELLA facility
Ø R&D of radio-pure Gd2SiO5(Ce), SrI2(Eu),116CdWO4 crystal scintillators to study 2b decays of 152Gd, 160Gd, 84Sr, 116Cd

DAMA and DAMA/Kiev

Credits to F.Cappella



INFN - Roma

People of our Department involved in DAMA (DAMA/Kiev):
F. Cappella, A. Incicchitti, A. Mattei

Main expertise:
• Growth of highly radio-pure scintillation crystals
• Detector design and construction in radio-pure environment
• Simulations and Data Analysis

Next 5 years perspectives:
• Development of new highly radio-pure scintillation crystals, also enriched in 

the isotope of interest
• Measurement and optimisation of detector performances
• Measurements on double beta decay and other rare processes
• Simulation and Data analysis 

 



Neutrino-nucleus coherent scattering
delayed muon antineutrinos !nm—each with char-
acteristic energy and time distributions (fig. S2),
and all having a similar CEnNS cross section for a
given energy. During beam operation, approx-
imately 5 × 1020 protons-on-target (POT) are
delivered per day, each proton returning ~0.08
isotropically emitted neutrinos per flavor. An
attractive feature is the pulsed nature of the
emission: 60 Hz of ~1 ms–wide POT spills. This
allows us to isolate the steady-state environmental
backgrounds affecting a CEnNS detector from
the neutrino-induced signals, which should occur
within ~10-ms windows after POT triggers. Similar
time windows preceding the triggers can be
inspected to obtain information about the nature
and rate of steady-state backgrounds, which can
then be subtracted (31, 34). A facility-wide 60-Hz
trigger signal is provided by the SNS at all times.
As large as this neutrino yield may seem,

prompt neutrons escaping the iron and steel
shielding monolith surrounding the mercury
target (Fig. 2) would swamp a CEnNS detector
sited at the SNS instrument bay. Neutron-
induced nuclear recoils would largely dominate
over neutrino-induced recoils, making experi-
mentation impossible. This led to a systematic
investigation of prompt neutron fluxes within
the SNS facility (34). A basement corridor, now
dubbed the “neutrino alley,” was found to offer
locations with more than 12 m of additional
void-free neutron-moderating materials (concrete,
gravel) in the line of sight to the SNS target
monolith. An overburden of 8 m of water equiv-
alent (m.w.e.) provides an additional reduction
in backgrounds associated with cosmic rays. The
CsI[Na] CEnNS detector and shielding described
next were installed in the corridor location nearest
to the SNS target (Fig. 2).
The advantages of sodium-doped CsI as a

CEnNS detection material, its characterization
for this application, and background studies using
a 2-kg prototype are described in (31). Heavy
cesium and iodine nuclei provide large cross sec-
tions and nearly identical response to CEnNS
(Fig. 1B) while generating sufficient scintillation
for the detection of nuclear recoil energies down
to a few keV. We performed supplementary cal-
ibrations of the final 14.6-kg CsI[Na] crystal before
its installation at the SNS, as well as studies of
the scintillation response to nuclear recoils in
the relevant energy region (34). In addition to
these, an initial dedicated experiment was per-
formedat the chosendetector location,measuring
the very small flux of prompt neutrons able to
reach this position and constraining the max-
imum contribution from the neutrino-induced
neutron (NIN) background that can originate in
lead shielding surrounding the detector (Fig. 1B)
(34). The conclusion from this measurement was
that a CEnNS signal should largely dominate over
beam-related backgrounds. The level of steady-
state environmental backgrounds achieved in the
final crystal slightly improved on expectations
based on the prototype in (31), mostly because
of refinements in data analysis and the presence
of additional shielding. Further information about
the experimental setup is provided in (34).
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Fig. 1. Neutrino interactions. (A) Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering. For a
sufficiently small momentum exchange (q) during neutral-current neutrino scattering (qR < 1,
where R is the nuclear radius in natural units), a long-wavelength Z boson can probe the
entire nucleus and interact with it as a whole. An inconspicuous low-energy nuclear recoil is
the only observable. However, the probability of neutrino interaction increases substantially
with the square of the number of neutrons in the target nucleus. In scintillating materials, the
ensuing dense cascade of secondary recoils dissipates a fraction of its energy as detectable
light. (B) Total cross sections from CEnNS and some known neutrino couplings. Included
are neutrino-electron scattering, charged-current (CC) interaction with iodine, and inverse beta
decay (IBD). Because of their similar nuclear masses, cesium and iodine respond to CEnNS
almost identically. The present CEnNS measurement involves neutrino energies in the range
~16 to 53 MeV, with the lower bound defined by the lowest nuclear recoil energy measured
(fig. S9) and the upper bound by SNS neutrino emissions (fig. S2). The cross section for
neutrino-induced neutron (NIN) generation following 208Pb(ne, e

– xn) is also shown, for single
and double neutron production. This reaction, originating in lead shielding around the detectors,
can generate a potential beam-related background affecting CEnNS searches. The cross
section for CEnNS is more than two orders of magnitude larger than for IBD, the mechanism
used for neutrino discovery (35).

Fig. 2. COHERENTdetectors populating the “neutrino alley” at the SNS. Locations in this
basement corridor profit from more than 19 m of continuous shielding against beam-related neutrons
and a modest 8 m.w.e. overburden able to reduce cosmic ray–induced backgrounds, while sustaining an
instantaneous neutrino flux as high as 1.7 × 1011 nm cm

–2 s–1.
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Experimental Challenge
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> 4 odm! First detection in 2017 using 
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Physics Opportunities
• sen2(θw) at low Q

• Non standard interactions (μν, Z’..)

• Sterile neutrinos

• Background for DM experiments

• Non proliferation
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Figure 2: Sketch of the Chooz nuclear power plant and of the Very-Near-Site (VNS). The VNS is
located in-between the two reactor buildings B-1 and B-2. Since 2008, the power plant hosts the
Double Chooz experiment with two experimental sites, denoted the near and the far site. O�ce
buildings close to the Double Chooz sites can be used in the future. The inset on the top right
shows the o�ce building between the reactor cores hosting the VNS. Figure credit to EDF CNPE
de Chooz.

tonne-size to kilogram- or even gram-scale in the case of NUCLEUS, and thus, a possible practical
application in nuclear reactor monitoring [13]. Furthermore, CE⌫NS of solar and atmospheric
neutrinos will become an irreducible background for future dark matter experiments searching for
weakly interacting massive particles, which thus profit from an independent measurement of the
cross-section.

The first observation of CE⌫NS was reported by the COHERENT collaboration at a 6.7�
confidence level [5]. The COHERENT detector [14], operating at the Spallation Neutron Source
(SNS) in a neutrino flux of 4.3 ·107⌫/(s · cm2), uses a 14.6 kg CsI[Na] scintillating crystal target. In
contrast to reactor neutrinos, the neutrino beam produced at the SNS features a well defined energy
spectrum reaching up to 50MeV, i.e. partially above the coherence regime of elastic neutrino-
nucleus scattering.

This paper describes the NUCLEUS experiment at the Chooz Very-Near-Site (VNS), designed
to study CE⌫NS using reactor antineutrinos. The VNS is presented in Section 2, together with
on-site muon and neutron attenuation measurements. Section 3 focuses on the concept of the
NUCLEUS experiment at the VNS, whereas the NUCLEUS target detectors are described in
details in Reference [13]. Section 4 demonstrates that the NUCLEUS detectors can be operated
at the VNS with a moderate dead time induced by the muon-veto. The potential to measure the
CE⌫NS process with the NUCLEUS experiment at the VNS is presented in Section 5.

2 The Very-Near-Site at the Chooz Nuclear Power Plant

The VNS is a new experimental site between the two power reactors of the Chooz-B plant, planned
to host the NUCLEUS experiment. The nuclear power plant, shown in Figure 2, is operated by the
French company Electricité de France (EDF). The two N4-type pressurized water reactors, hereafter
identified as B-1 and B-2, are separated by 160m, and their respective cores are located about 7m
above the Chooz ground level. Each reactor runs at a nominal thermal power of 4.25GWth and
features a high duty cycle. The two cores are switched o↵ for refuelling approximately one month
per year during alternating periods.

3

NUCLEUS: Cryogenic detector at 70-100 m from the CHOOZ reactors.
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Current Weaknesses or Desirable Skills
• Fabrication of superconducting detectors
• Electronics for microwave detectors
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Double Beta (ββ) Decay

● Never yet observed

● Implies non-conservation of
lepton number

● Implies neutrinos are Majorana
particles (their own anti-
particles)

● Allowed in SM

● Observed

Candidate isotopes:
Even-even nuclei where single β decay is energetically forbidden
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Conclusions
• Double Beta Decay is a unique probe for New Physics

• Lepton Number Violation

• Neutrino Nature

• Active field, with projects <hundreds M$

• Down-selection of 2-3 technologies for the long-term future

• Since its observation, CEνNS got a lot of 
interest

• Now precision measurements in which 
we can play an important role

delayed muon antineutrinos !nm—each with char-
acteristic energy and time distributions (fig. S2),
and all having a similar CEnNS cross section for a
given energy. During beam operation, approx-
imately 5 × 1020 protons-on-target (POT) are
delivered per day, each proton returning ~0.08
isotropically emitted neutrinos per flavor. An
attractive feature is the pulsed nature of the
emission: 60 Hz of ~1 ms–wide POT spills. This
allows us to isolate the steady-state environmental
backgrounds affecting a CEnNS detector from
the neutrino-induced signals, which should occur
within ~10-ms windows after POT triggers. Similar
time windows preceding the triggers can be
inspected to obtain information about the nature
and rate of steady-state backgrounds, which can
then be subtracted (31, 34). A facility-wide 60-Hz
trigger signal is provided by the SNS at all times.
As large as this neutrino yield may seem,

prompt neutrons escaping the iron and steel
shielding monolith surrounding the mercury
target (Fig. 2) would swamp a CEnNS detector
sited at the SNS instrument bay. Neutron-
induced nuclear recoils would largely dominate
over neutrino-induced recoils, making experi-
mentation impossible. This led to a systematic
investigation of prompt neutron fluxes within
the SNS facility (34). A basement corridor, now
dubbed the “neutrino alley,” was found to offer
locations with more than 12 m of additional
void-free neutron-moderating materials (concrete,
gravel) in the line of sight to the SNS target
monolith. An overburden of 8 m of water equiv-
alent (m.w.e.) provides an additional reduction
in backgrounds associated with cosmic rays. The
CsI[Na] CEnNS detector and shielding described
next were installed in the corridor location nearest
to the SNS target (Fig. 2).
The advantages of sodium-doped CsI as a

CEnNS detection material, its characterization
for this application, and background studies using
a 2-kg prototype are described in (31). Heavy
cesium and iodine nuclei provide large cross sec-
tions and nearly identical response to CEnNS
(Fig. 1B) while generating sufficient scintillation
for the detection of nuclear recoil energies down
to a few keV. We performed supplementary cal-
ibrations of the final 14.6-kg CsI[Na] crystal before
its installation at the SNS, as well as studies of
the scintillation response to nuclear recoils in
the relevant energy region (34). In addition to
these, an initial dedicated experiment was per-
formedat the chosendetector location,measuring
the very small flux of prompt neutrons able to
reach this position and constraining the max-
imum contribution from the neutrino-induced
neutron (NIN) background that can originate in
lead shielding surrounding the detector (Fig. 1B)
(34). The conclusion from this measurement was
that a CEnNS signal should largely dominate over
beam-related backgrounds. The level of steady-
state environmental backgrounds achieved in the
final crystal slightly improved on expectations
based on the prototype in (31), mostly because
of refinements in data analysis and the presence
of additional shielding. Further information about
the experimental setup is provided in (34).
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Fig. 1. Neutrino interactions. (A) Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering. For a
sufficiently small momentum exchange (q) during neutral-current neutrino scattering (qR < 1,
where R is the nuclear radius in natural units), a long-wavelength Z boson can probe the
entire nucleus and interact with it as a whole. An inconspicuous low-energy nuclear recoil is
the only observable. However, the probability of neutrino interaction increases substantially
with the square of the number of neutrons in the target nucleus. In scintillating materials, the
ensuing dense cascade of secondary recoils dissipates a fraction of its energy as detectable
light. (B) Total cross sections from CEnNS and some known neutrino couplings. Included
are neutrino-electron scattering, charged-current (CC) interaction with iodine, and inverse beta
decay (IBD). Because of their similar nuclear masses, cesium and iodine respond to CEnNS
almost identically. The present CEnNS measurement involves neutrino energies in the range
~16 to 53 MeV, with the lower bound defined by the lowest nuclear recoil energy measured
(fig. S9) and the upper bound by SNS neutrino emissions (fig. S2). The cross section for
neutrino-induced neutron (NIN) generation following 208Pb(ne, e

– xn) is also shown, for single
and double neutron production. This reaction, originating in lead shielding around the detectors,
can generate a potential beam-related background affecting CEnNS searches. The cross
section for CEnNS is more than two orders of magnitude larger than for IBD, the mechanism
used for neutrino discovery (35).

Fig. 2. COHERENTdetectors populating the “neutrino alley” at the SNS. Locations in this
basement corridor profit from more than 19 m of continuous shielding against beam-related neutrons
and a modest 8 m.w.e. overburden able to reduce cosmic ray–induced backgrounds, while sustaining an
instantaneous neutrino flux as high as 1.7 × 1011 nm cm

–2 s–1.
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